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Part 2 Topics and Questions

You will be given a topic and have 1 minute to prepare your talk. You should start
preparing as soon as you are given the topic, paper and pen. After 1 minute, the examiner
will ask you to start speaking. The examiner will tell you to speak for 1 to 2 minutes. You
should speak for as long as you can. You will not be able to see a clock, so just speak until
the examiner tells you to stop. After you have finished, the examiner might ask you a
question related to your topic. Just give a short answer to this question.

An Outdoor Sport
Describe an outdoor sport you would like to try for the first time.

You should say

        what the outdoor sport is

        where you would try this sport

        how easy it would be to learn this sport

and explain why you would like to try this outdoor sport for the first time. 

Describe a public place you go to (for example a park or cafe) that you find relaxing.

You should say

        where the place is

        what you like to do there

        what is special about this place

and explain why you find this place so relaxing.

A Relaxing Place

Describe a special holiday you have had. 

You should say:

          where you went

          how you travelled there

          who you went with  

and explain why this holiday was special to you.

A Special Holiday
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Describe a film that you watched recently. 

You should say:

          what the film was

          when you watched the film

          how you felt about the film

and explain whether you would recommend it to other people.

A Film You Watched Recently

Describe a pet animal that you know. 

You should say:

          what animal it is

          who the owner of the pet is

          what you know about this pet

and explain what you like and don't like about this pet animal.
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A Pet Animal

Describe a habit you have. 

You should say:

          what this habit is

          how you developed this habit

          whether it is a good or bad habit

and explain how you feel about having this habit.

A Habit You Have

Describe an object that you own that is special to you. 

You should say:

          what it is

          when you got it

          where you got it

and explain why this object is so special to you.

A Special Object
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Describe a time you were surprised by someone's behaviour. 

You should say:

 whose behaviour it was that surprised you

     what they did that you found surprising

     how you would have expected them to behave

and explain how their behaviour made you feel.

A Time You Were Surprised By Someone's Behaviour

Describe a place that you would like to visit.

You should say:

 where this place is

     how you know about this place

     what is so special about this place

and explain whether you will ever have the opportunity to visit this place.
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A Place You Would Like To Visit

Describe a time when you had to spend a long time travelling from one place to another. 

You should say:

 where you started and where you were going

     how you travelled

     how long it took you to travel

and explain what you did to pass the time.

A Time You Spent A Long Time Travelling

Describe an unusual classroom lesson you had. 

You should say:

 when this lesson was

     where this lesson was

     who was in this classroom lesson

and explain why this classroom lesson was so unusual.

An Unusual Classroom Lesson
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Describe a book that you enjoyed reading. 

You should say:

 what the book is

     who wrote the book

     why you read this book

and explain what the book is about.

A Book That You Enjoyed Reading

Describe a painting that you like. 

You should say:

 what the painting is of

     who painted it

     when you first saw this painting

and explain why you like this painting.
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A Painting You Like

Describe a gift that you received. 

You should say:

 what the gift was

     who gave it to you

     when you received this gift

and explain how receiving this gift made you feel.

A Time You Received A Gift

Describe a famous person you would like to spend a day with. 

You should say:

 who the person is

     why you would choose this person

     where you would go with this person

and explain what you would do on that day.

A Famous Person You Would Like To Spend A Day With
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